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"The Pastmaster Always Rings Twice"
(SCRIPT)
ACT ONE
FADE IN:
EXT. A MEDIEVAL RUIN - NIGHT
PUSH IN on the broken turreted walls, the ruins of an old clock
tower, and STONEHENGE-type standing stones strewn around the
spooky fenced area. SIGNS say: MEGAKAT CITY HISTORICAL SITE. NO
DIGGING WITHOUT PERMISSION. We see two burly RELIC ROBBERS (MAC
and TOM) digging away... obviously without permission. Mac looks
around nervously.

MAC
Maybe this wasn't such a good idea,
Tom. Digging here could send us to
the slammer.
CLOSER - MAC
Digging, we see there are some bones scattered about.
at them and shudders.

He looks

MAC
(muttering)
Besides this old boneyard is supposed
to be cursed.
WIDEN SHOT to see Tom (who has a bite out of one ear, and wears
an eyepatch), glaring at Mac. Tom angrily tosses away a spadeful
of dirt.
TOM
What are ya, Mac? A scaredy cat?
find something valuable and the
Museum will pay big bucks for it!

We

LOW ANGLE - TOM WITH SHOVEL
TOM (CONT)
Now shaddup and keep digging!
Tom angrily jabs his shovel in the ground and hits... something!
There's a METALLIC CLANK! Tom REACTS.
Hey!
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TOM (CONT)
I think I've hit paydirt!

2

DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE GROUND - DIRT COVERED CHEST
Jutting from the dirt, we see part of a metallic chest, covered
with strange symbols.
TOM (CONT) (VO)
Gimme a hand here!
ANGLE - TOM AND MAC
A s they muscle the four foot, sealed chest out of the ground.
MAC
(straining)
Whaddaya think it is?
TOM
(straining)
Our ticket to easy street.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - TOM AND CHEST
As he uses his shovel to chip away at the seal.
TOM (CONT)
There's probably treasure inside.
With a HISS the seal breaks and the chest opens, a burst of green
NOXIOUS GAS billowing out.
OTS CHEST - ON TOM AND MAC
COUGHING, the pair REACT as the smoke dissipates.
(COUGHS)
seen.

Mac points.

MAC
ugliest treasure I've ever

MAC'S POV - ON PASTMASTER IN CHEST
The PASTMASTER, an evil looking gnome of a sorceror, is seemingly
asleep in the now open chest. The Pastmaster holds an ancient
stop watch in his skeletal hand. Tom LEANS IN to grab the watch.
TOM
Yeah, well this old watch has gotta
be worth plenty...
Suddenly the sorceror's eyes POP open.
Wha ... ?
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TOM (CONT)

Tom REACTS, backing away.
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OTS THE PASTMASTER - ON TOM ANO MAC
As the Pastmaster emerges from the chest with a CREAK, the
robbers back away, wide-eyed.
MAC
w-who are you?
O N THE PASTMASTER - ADVANCING TOWARD CAMERA
He grins evilly as he points to the metallic chest.
PASTMASTER
I am the Pastmaster. Imprisoned in
the re by those fools on the Council
of Elders.
HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT - ON THE GROUP
Tom and Mac back toward a ruined wall as the Pastmaster takes a
step or two toward them.
MAC
Council of Elders?
talkin' about?

w-what's he

TOM
How do I know? Guy's dressed like
he's been buried since the Dark Ages!
CLOSE - PASTMASTER
*He grins evilly, holding up his old watch.
PASTMASTER
•At last I'm finally free!
•OMIT
ANGLE - THE CRUMBLING CLOCK TOWER RUINS
As the Pastmaster starts toward them.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
•Now to find my book of spells. The
•council was smart enough not to bury
•the Tome of Time with me.
O N TOM AND MAC
Mac grabs his shovel, but Tom holds his like a baseball bat.
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MAC
I told you this place was cursed.
Let's get out of here.
TOH
•No way. We're gonna se ll the Museum
•that old gnome... watch and all!
Tom starts off.
ANGLE - A RUINED CLOCK TOWER WALL
The Pastmaster is removing some bricks to reach into a secret
niche.
PASTMASTER
•Curse that Council!
where I hid it.

My book isn't

Suddenly Tom and Mac ENTER SHOT, shovels held threateningly.
TOM

You're coming with us,

Pastmaster.

The Pastmaster WHIRLS, holding his watch out.
PASTMASTER
•You foolish mortals!
CLOSER - PASTMASTER
The watch glows with a WEIRD LIGHT as a beam shoots out.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
Even without my spell book, I have
enough power...
•ANGLE - MOUNDS WITH SCATTERED BONES - NEAR TOM AND MAC
•The beam hits the bones and MATERIALIZE into two skeletal
•ZOMBIES, which rise from mounds on the ground. The zombi es
start toward Tom and Mac, whose hackles go up, as they swing at
the zombies, only to have the shovels grabbed out of their hands.
PASTMASTER (CONT) (VO)
. . . to deal with vermin like you!
Yaaahhhh! !

MAC/TOM

ANGLE - FENCE OF SITE
The terrified Mac and Tom vault the fence.
IN after them, carrying the shovels.
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PASTMASTER (VO)
Let them go.
HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT - THE SITE
The Zombies shamble toward the Pastmaster as he points to the
ground.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
I have more important work for you.
Start digging ...
ANGLE - A ZOMBIE
Who THUMPS his shovel into the ground and starts digging.
PASTMASTER (CONT) (VO)
. . .and find my book of spells.
Suddenly there's the SOUND of an o.s. HELICOPTER.
EXT. THE SITE - NIGHT
We see an ENFORCER HELICOPTER ZOOMING in over the site, with a
spotlight illuminating the digging zombies.
ENFORCER PILOT
(over PA)
You are violating a restricted
area...
ON THE ZOMBIES
As the spotlight plays over them, they keep right on digging.
ENFORCER PILOT (CONT) (VO)
...put down those shovels. You're

under arrest.

ANGLE - THE CHOPPER
As it starts to descend, we PUSH IN on a ruined wall, where we
see the Pastmaster peering out, shielding his eyes.
PASTMASTER
Do these modern fools think some
infernal machine can stop me?
ANGLE - THE ZOMBIES
The digging Zombies REACT to the Pastmaster's words and start
swinging their shovels.
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Attack!

PASTMASTER (VO)

DRAMATIC ANGLE - ZOMBIES ANO LANDING HELICOPTER
As the chopper lands, the co-pilot REACTS to the attacking
Zombies who CLANG their shovels against the craft.
ENFORCER CO-PILOT
Do we read those things their rights?
ENFORCER PILOT
(over PA)
"You have the right t o remain

buried."

ANGLE - HELICOPTER'S MACHINE GUNS
They let off a BARRAGE.
O N THE ZOMBIES
Who are BLASTED back into scattered bones!
ON THE PASTMASTER
Watching from his hiding place, he REACTS, eyes glaring.
looks at his watch.

He

PASTMASTER
Alas, reanimating old bones is the
only power you possess. . . for now.
ANGLE - ENFORCER CO-PILOT - NEXT TO SCATTERED BONES
The Enforcer co-pilot is on the ground now, kicking at the
scattered bones with his boot.
PASTMASTER (VO)
But that will all change when I find
the Tome of Time.
ENFORCER CO-PILOT
bones
ain 1 t movin' now!
These
what's this thing?

And

WIDEN SHOT to see the co-pilot point to the metal burial chest.
*I dunno.
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*DRAMATIC ANGLE - HOVERING CHOPPER
•It's hovering a few feet off the ground, as the headphone
•wearing pilot talks into his mouth mike.
ENFORCER PILOT
•But Headquarters w ant s us to take it
over to the Museum of History.
Roger.

ENFORCER CO-PILOT (VO)

*The chopper lowers a net.
*ANGLE - THE PASTMJ\STER
•Peering out from the ruins.
PASTMASTER
Perhaps this Museum has my book.
WIDE - THE HELICOPTER - MOVING THROUGH NIGHT SKY
•The chest is hanging in a net below the chopper as it passes
•tall buildings and illuminated signs, like the one for "DRINK
•KITTY KOLA." PUSH IN on the helicopter runners. Something is
•clinging to them. It's the Pastmaster, who grimaces at the
* Kola 11 sign.
11

PASTMJ\STER
So this is what' s been accomplished
in 800 years. I want the Dark Ages
back. . . and when I find my Tome of
Time...
CLOSE - PASTMJ\STER
He grins evilly.
PASTMJ\STER
...I will arrange just that! (LAUGHS)
As we PULL BACK from his ugly face, it ...
DISSOLVES TO:
CLOSE - JAKE'S GRIMACING FACE
Swinging RIGHT INTO CAMERA. His features are being stretched out
of shape by inten se G-force. We HEAR an o. s. WHOOSH and now
Chance's face FILLS FRAME, stretching. Then with a WHOOSH it' s
Jake again. Chance/Jake as they WHOOSH IN and OUT finishing
•their lines...with mouth stretching difficulty.
(NOTE: The guys
•are wearing their flightsuits but llQ helmet s. )
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CHANCE
Mach 4... ready..for. . . more?
Uh ..huh.

JAKE

WIDER - THE HANGAR
As we see our two heroes (one on either end) are practicing on
their hangar centrifuge, seeing who can take the most G's. The
centrifuge is REALLY WHOOSHING now, with higher REVS. The guys
are a blur.
Mach ... s.

CHANCE

ANGLE - THE CENTRIFUGE
As it SLOWS, we see Chance's face go back to normal.
looking at his watch.
All right!
Swat Kat!

CHANCE
10 seconds.

He's

Beat that,

Chance looks over to ...
ANGLE - JAKE
He's out cold.
his watch.

He starts to come to as Chance enters, TAPPING
CHANCE (CONT) (PARTIAL VO)
New personal best. 10 seconds at
Mach 5.
JAKE
Yeah, well if you say so... of course,
I didn't see it.

OTS JAKE - ON CHANCE
Chance REACTS, hands on hips as Jake SNAPS out of his centrifuge
seat.
CHANCE
Sure you didn't see it ... you were out
like a blown engine!
CLOSE - CHANCE AND JAKE
As they head for their lockers, the exasperated Chance throws up
his hands.
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JAKE
Then how do I know you made 10
seconds? You coulda passed out,
too. . . and just made it up to yank my
tail.
CHANCE
That does it!
ANGLE - CENTRIFUGE SEAT
Chance straps himself in.
CHANCE (CONT)
Two out o f three.
ON JAKE
As he straps himself in.
You're on.

JAKE

Jake punches a button on the console.
REV and WHIZ around.

The centrifuge starts to

CLOSE - CHANCE ANO JAKE
As they ZOOM IN and OUT o f CAMERA, we see their faces stretching.
CHANCE
Why don'tcha ... just admit. . . ! can
take more...G's than you.
JAKE
I'll believe it...when I see it!
SPINNING WIPE TO:
EXT. MEGAKAT CITY MUSEUM OF HISTORY - DAY
PUSH IN on the Museum, which is located next to the Megakat City
Tar Pits. SIGNS proclaim both. Callie's sedan is parked in
front.
OR. SINIAN (VO)
... and so when the Museum reopens,
our new exhibit will trace the
evolution of Megakat City...
INT. THE MUSEUM - BACK ROOM
We see various skeletons in states of assemblage. A large half
finished banner proclaims: HISTORY OF MEGAKAT CITY. DEPUTY MAYOR
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CALLIE BRIGGS is writing in a notebook as the white-smocked DR.
ABBY SINIAN (a sign on the door has her name as CURATOR) stands
next to a work table, where we see the empty metallic chest from
the ruins.
DR. SINIAN (CONT)
... from prehistoric swamp to urban
sprawl.
CALLIE
This should be enough for me to write
the Mayor's press release. Thanks
Dr. Sinian.
ANGLE - DR. SINIAN AT THE WORK TABLE
She turns her attention back to the metallic chest.
DR. SINIAN
•call me Abby. The Mayor will be
coming to the opening, won't he Miss
Briggs?
Calie ENTERS, putting the notebook away in her purse.
CALLIE
Callie. Yes, you can count on Mayor
Manx. He never misses a good photo
opportunity. (points to the chest)
Will that be in the exhibit?
OTS CALLIE AND ABBY - ON THE CHEST
Abby points to the weird markings on the metal.
ABBY
Just came in...but it's definitely a
part of this city's history ...the
darker part. These inscriptions date
back to the Dark Ages.
CALLIE
Really...any idea what was inside?
ABBY
•An urn. . . jewels, perhaps. Who knows
•what our ancestors might have buried

*in here?

CUT TO:
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CLOSE - THE FACE OF THE PASTMASTER
Pressed up against the glass of a diorama as we PULL BACK to see
he's looking at an exhibit of "EVIL LEGENDS OF MEGAKAT CITY."
There's a "CAT THE RIPPER" mannikin, but what's caught the
sorcerer's eye is a mannikin dressed just like the Pastmaster
(but without his skeletal features.) A sign reads: "THE
PASTMASTER. DARK AGE SORCEROR."
PASTMASTER
So now I'm a legend, eh?
living one. (CHUCKLES)

But a

The Pastmaster moves off.
WIDE - CAVERNOUS EXHIBIT HALL
•A twisted, scary, giant SHADOW falls on the wall ... as the
stunted Pastmaster shambles IN, gazing at dinosaur skeletons,etc.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
Here the past is dead. I prefer my
past alive. (EVIL CHUCKLE)
ANGLE - DISPLAY CASES
The Pastmaster looks at the wall displays of various skulls and
weapons of early catkind.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
And it will be, when I find my book.
GUARD (VO)
Hey, how'd you get in here?
ON MUSEUM GUARD
The guard advances TOWARD CAMERA.
GUARD (CONT)
Museum is closed until
further... (GASPS)
ON THE PASTMASTER
Who turns, pulling back his hood to reveal just how ugly he is!
PASTMASTER
And I say it's open! (LAUGHS)
The Pastmaster holds out his watch and the GLOW ZAPS out a
beam...
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ANGLE - GUARD AND SABRE-TOOTH TIGER EXHIBIT
The tiger is a long-fanged, tar-covered skeletal horror, up on a
pedestal with a SIGN that reads: SABRE TOOTH TIGER. FOUND IN
MEGAKAT CITY TAR PITS. The beam ZAPS the tiger into shuddering
ZOMBIFIED life as it turns toward the Guard.
Nooo ! ! ! !

GUARD

The guard backs away as the cat leaps.
ANGLE - GIANT DINOSAUR SKELETON
The guard backs into the giant skeleton and knocks out the
support strut. It CREAKS ominously as the guard looks up.
HIS POV
As bones FALL DOWN TOWARD CAMERA, covering it, with a CRASH.
Ahhhhhh ! ! !

GUARD

INT. BACK ROOM - ON ABBY AND CALLIE
REACTING to the ECHOING CLATTER of bones.
CALLIE
What was that?
Abby and Callie hurry off, Callie leaving her purse behind.
ANGLE - PILE OF BONES
The guard is buried beneath the huge pile of dinosaur bones. The
sabre-tooth is next to them as the Pastmaster points to the pile,

then moves o.s.

PASTMASTER
I do not want to be disturbed while I
look for my book.
SABRE-TOOTH
(EVIL ZOMBIE GROWL)
ANGLE - ARCHWAY MARKED "HALL OF PREHISTORY"
Callie and Abby move through the archway.
OTS CALLIE AND ABBY - ON PILE OF BONES
As they move toward the pile.
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ABBY
Good heavens. One of the exhibits
has fallen.
ANGLE - THE SABRE TOOTH
Who looks up with evil empty eye sockets and large fangs.
(GROWLS)

SABRE TOOTH

OTS SABRE TOOTH - ON CALLIE AND ABBY
Stopping short.

Callie points.

CALLIE
One of the exhibits is alive!
The sabre-tooth advances as the pair rush o.s.
ANGLE - A DOORWAY
Abby yanks Callie through a doorway marked: EMPLOYEES ONLY.
In here!

ABBY

A BEAT and the sabre-tooth RUNS THROUGH SHOT, past the door.
WIDE - A DIORAMA
It's marked: CAVE CAT. MODERN CAT. We see a life-sized model of
a club-wielding cave cat, standing next to a modern cat in a
three piece suit, carrying a briefcase. HOLD A BEAT as Callie
and Abby step out from behind the models.
CALLIE
I think we lost him.
Suddenly there are FOOTSTEPS. Callie and Abby freeze like
mannikins as the Pastmaster WALKS THROUGH SHOT, looking up
curiously at the exhibit.
CLOSE - CALLIE AND ABBY
They don't blink, but when the FOOTSTEPS recede o.s., we see
their eyes follow, REACTING.
CALLIE
(sotto)
What was that?
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ABBY
(amazed)
But it can't be .. .
•Callie spots something i n the opposite direction and REACTS.
Shhh!

CALLIE

WIDER - THE DIORAMA
*The sabre-tooth PADS INTO SHOT and starts to move o.s., but then
•raises his head and turns toward the 'frozen' girls.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE SABRE TOOTH
As he GROWLS and bares his fangs.
OTS THE SABRE-TOOTH - O N THE DIORAMA
As the beast leaps and CRASHES through the glass, Callie and Abby
dive away. The two mannikins get thrashed by the fangs.
EXT. "EMPLOYEES ONLY" DOOR
Abby and Callie come charging out of it and o.s. A BEAT LATER
and the sabre-tooth TEARS the door off its hinges.
INT. BACK ROOM OF MUSEUM - O N THE PASTMASTER
As he angrily pushes ob jects off the work benches, and tears down
the "History of Mcgakat City" banner.
PASTMASTER
•Where is that book?
The angry sorceror picks up Callie's purse.
CLOSER - PASTMASTER AND PURSE
The gnome reaches in side and pulls out some lipstick. He looks
at it puzzled, then eats it. With a shrug, the now red-lipped
Pastmaster reaches back into the purse and pulls out the Swat
Kat's transmitter. He tosses it over his shoulder.
PASTMASTER
(CHEWING CHOMPS)
LOW ANGLE - THE FLOOR
•As the transmitter HITS, a red light begins to BLINK. Suddenly
•more stuff FALLS INTO SHOT... hair brush, notebook, pen, car
•keys, Callie's DEPUTY MAYOR I.D. badge.
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WIDEN SHOT - TO INCLUDE PASTMASTER
Shaking out Callie's purse, he tosses it away, empty and stalks
off ignoring the still BLINKING red light.
CUT TO:
A LARGE VERSION OF THE BLINKING RED LIGHT - IN SWAT KATS HANGAR
The wall mounted light is BLINKING like crazy, accompanied by a
BLARING submarine-type HORN ("Aooga" Dive!) WIDEN SHOT to see
the BLUR of the WHIZZING centrifuge SCREECH to a halt.
CLOSE - CHANCE
Face stretching back to normal as he REACTS to the horn.
Jake!

CHANCE
Callie's calling us!

ON JAKE
He's passed out, as Chance WALKS THROUGH SHOT, TAPPING his watch.
CHANCE (CONT)
Oh, and by the way. . .
seconds at
Mach 5!

u

ANGLE - THE WALL OF HANGAR
As Chance PUNCHES a button that stops the "Aooga!" HORN. The
light is still BLINKING though. Chance picks up a cominunication
device from a wall console.
CHANCE
•T-Bone here. What's happening, Miss
•Briggs?
INT. THE MUSEUM - TRANSMITTER ON THE FLOOR
We hear Chance's (a/k/a T-Bone's) STATIC VOICE over the
transmitter:
CHANCE (CONT) (VO) (STATIC)
•Miss Briggs? Do you copy?
The GROWLING sabre-tooth ENTERS and SMASHES a fang into the
transmitter.

INT. THE HANGAR - ON CHANCE AT CONSOLE
He REACTS to the o.s. GROWLS, which are followed by pure STATIC.
*Chance grabs a cup, next to a half filled milk bottle.
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CHANCE
Sounds like big trouble!
ON JAKE - IN CENTRIFUGE
*As the groggy Jake is suddenly doused with a cup of milk, we
*PULL BACK to see Chance toss the cup away, then lift Jake out of
•the centrifuge and throw him over his shoulder.
CHANCE (CONT) (PARTIAL VO)
Up and at 'em, pardner!
ANGLE - LOCKERS
Chance (still carrying Jake) throws open the doors (SLAM!) to
reveal the swat Kat flight jackets.
CHANCE (CONT)

It's Swat Kat time!

EXT. SALVAGE YARD - DAY (STOCK)
There's an o.s. RUMBLE and SCREEN SHAKE as the secret scrap
covered doors swing open to allow the Turbokat to ZOOM out.
INT. COCKPIT - FAVOR RAZOR
Razor (a/k/a Jake) has on his helmet, but he's still licking milk
off his face.
T-BONE
Got a fix on Callie's signal?
RAZOR
(SLURPS) Bingo!
ANGLE - CONSOLE SCREEN
we see the BLINKING RED LIGHT pulsing from a video screen display
of a line (radar-profile) drawing of the Museum.
RAZOR (CONT) (VO)
Megakat City Museum of History!
MATCH DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. MUSEUM - DAY
As the radar line drawing DISSOLVES (as if colorized) INTO the
real thing, we hear:
ABBY (VO)
can
get
out through the garage.
We
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INT. MUSEUM - CONTINUOUS
We see Abby and Callie rush into an elevator.
OTS CALLIE AND ABBY - ON ELEVATOR BUTTONS AND DOOR
Abby jabs the button marked "G" as the doors begin to shut.
OTS SABRE -TOOTH - RUNNING TOWARD CLOSING DOORS
The GROWLING monster runs toward the doors as the girls REACT.
INT. ELEVATOR
The doors SHUT, just as the sabre-tooth's fangs WEDGE into the
door. The car SHUDDERS as the monster cat starts to WRENCH the
doors open.
EXT. TOP OF ELEVATOR - IN ELEVATOR SHAFT
As Callie bursts up through the trap door, she reaches down to
pull Abby up, too.
Hurry!

CALLIE

DRAMATIC ANGLE - ELEVATOR CABLES
As Callie grabs one of the cables.
CALLIE (CONT)
climb?
Can you
ABBY
Do I have a choice?
Abby grabs the other cable as both girls start climbing upward.
EXT. A HALLWAY
As the elevator doors are pried open from within, Callie and Abby
run out.
ANGLE - A DOORWAY MARKED "EXIT"
Abby and Callie push through.
INT. A STAIRWELL - DRAMATIC HIGH ANGLE
Callie and Abby start down the stairs, only to HEAR a GROWL.
THEIR POV - DOWN STAIRWELL
The GROWLING sabre-tooth is bounding up the stairs TOWARD CAMERA.
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ABBY (VO)
Guess that leaves the roof!
EXT. THE ROOF OF MUSEUM - DAY
We see the Turbokat doing a vertical landing on the roof, as we
PUSH IN on the cockpit.
T-BONE
Seems pretty quiet.
EXT. DOORWAY TO ROOF
GASPING for breath, Abbie and Callie CRASH out of the doorway,
SLAMMING the door behind them. A BEAT and the GROWLING sabre
tooth SMASHES the door off its hinges, sending Callie and Abby
flying off the roof.
ANGLE - GUTTERS AT EDGE OF ROOF
Callie and Abby are clinging to the gutter, their legs dangling
over the abyss. With a CREAK, the gutter begins to bend.
INT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT - ON SWAT KATS
T-Bone and Razor REACT.
RAZOR
Quiet, huh?
There's an o.s. GROWL and THUMP.
*EXT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT - DRAMATIC ANGLE
We see the sabre-tooth has leaped onto the plane. As the
drooling, nightmare beast rears back to plunge his long fangs
into the cockpit, we...
FADE OUT:
ACT TWO

END OF

ACT ONE

FADE IN:
INT. TURBOKAT - UP ANGLE ON RAZOR
As the GROWLING fanged horror prepares to burst through the
cockpit, Razor jabs a finger DOWN TOWARD CAMERA to punch a
button.
RAZOR
Popping cockpit ... NOW!
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EXT. COCKPIT
Which WHOOSHES open and sends the sabre-tooth flying off.
ANGLE - A WALL
As the sabre-tooth THUDS into it and then drops motionless to the
roof.
Bingo!

RAZOR (CONT)

ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT
As T-Bone leaps nimbly from the cockpit and o.s.
DRAMATIC UP ANGLE - ON ABBY ANO CALLIE
Legs dangling over the abyss, gutter BENDING, as T-Bone appears
at the roof edge. He reaches down, as each of his burly arms
easily lift a girl to safety.
T-BONE
Let me give you a hand, ladies.
ANGLE - THE ROOF - TURBOKAT IN BG
As T-Bone gently deposits the girls on solid ground, Abby looks
from him to the jet.
(GASPS)

ABBY
You're the swat Kats!

T-BONE
At your service.
T -Bone gives a little salute, just as Razor points to something
o.s. and REACTS.
T-Bone!

RAZOR

OTS T-BONE - ON THE S A B R E -TOOTH
Who's up, GROWLING and ready for more. As T-Bone tenses, claws
ready to meet the attack, the cat leaps.
ON S A B R E -TOOTH - THROUGH TARGET GRID
As cat leaps through the bullseye, we HEAR MACHINE GUN FIRE.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT'S CEMENT MACHINE GUN
Like a gatling gun, it fires GLOBS OF CEMENT.
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WIDE - THE SABRE-TOOTH AND T-BONE
Before the monster can hit T-Bone, the globs of cement WHAP into
the creature sending him o.s.
MGU- A WAU
The glop-covered sabre-tooth SMASHES into the wall (we see
hairline CRACKS!) as the quick drying cement hardens the monster
cat i n his still-leaping position. A BEAT and T-Bone ENTERS,
flexing his claws, and looks back over his shoulder.
T-BONE
Thanks, Razor. But I think I could
have taken him.
EXT. TURBOKAT - ON RAZOR AT MACHINE GUN
out of the cockpit now, Razor pats the still 'smoking' machine
gun as he shrugs and moves o.s.
RAZOR
Just making sure the cement machine
gun was operational.
DOWN SHOT - THE GROUP - AROUND HARDENED SABRE-TOOTH
Razor taps the encased creature as he glances at Abby.
RAZOR (CONT)
Exhibits are gettin' kinda lifelike,
aren't they?
There's the o.s. SOUND OF SCREECHING brakes.
MGLE - FRONT OF MUSEUM
As ENFORCER squad cars pull up in front of the museum, we PM UP
to the roof, where we see the Swat Kats and Callie looking down.
T-BONE (PARTIAL VO)
Looks like the Enforcers are
here...late as usual.
CLOSER - T-BONE AND CALLIE
T-Bone leans over to a puzzled Callie.
T-BONE (CONT)
(sotto)
*It's a good thing you called us,
*Miss Briggs.
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CALLIE
(sotto)
I didn't call you... but I'm glad
you're here.
Callie squeezes T-Bone's arm as he gives a big grin. Then we
WIDEN SHOT to see Callie squeeze Razor's arm, too. The grin
fades.
CALLIE (CONT)
Both of you.
INT. HALL OF ANCIENT MANUSCRIPTS - ON PASTMASTER AND GLASS CASE
He see various illuminated manuscripts on the wall. But the
Pastmaster is interested only in the ancient manuscript marked:
TOME O F TIME, which he's lifting from the glass case.
PASTMASTER
My Tome of Time! 800 years is too
long to be separated from such power!
As he grins and raises the book, it GLOWS and CRACKLES with power
for A BEAT. The Pastmaster's watch catches the GLOW.
BACK TO THE ROOF - ON ABBY - NEAR HARDENED SABRE-TOOTH
A studious Abby examines the frozen monster.
ABBY
(musing)
Only a sorceror' s dark power could
have brought these ancient bones to
life. It must have been the
Pastmaster!
CALLIE (VO)
If you mean that weird little guy in
the hood. . .
ANGLE - CALLIE AND SWAT KATS - AT EDGE OF ROOF
She's pointing downward as Abby joins her... and REACTS.
CALLIE (CONT)
... why don't you just ask him?
Oh no!

ABBY

THEIR POV - DOWN SHOT - FRONT Of MUSEUM
The Pastrnaster is striding confidently down the steps, holding
the ancient book.
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ABBY (CONT) (VO)
He's stolen an ancient spellbook!
Stop him!
ANGLE - ENFORCER ANO PASTMJ\STER
An ENFORCER SGT. starts up the steps toward the Pastmaster, who's
blithely flipping through the books pages.
ENFORCER SGT.
All right, buddy. Hand it over.
PASTMJ\STER
The Tome of Time belongs to me!
CLOSER - PASTMASTER ANO BOOK
His skeletal fingers point to the page, where we see a drawing of
a T . Rex-type dinosaur. The book begins to glow, as the sorceror
intones:
PASTMJ\STER (CONT)
Hear the spell of this immortal.
Send this creature through the
portal!
WIDER - THE PASTMASTER ANO ENFORCER SGT.
The GLOW from the book spreads to his watch, which ZAPS out a
beam which CRACKLES past the sergeant, backing him up.
ANGLE - THE STREET
The beam causes a WEIRD PORTAL to appear in the air over the
street. With a ROAR, a giant MEGASAURUS REX drops out of the
portal. His giant clawed foot STOMPS an Enforcer car.
ON THE ROOF
Abby REACTS pointing to the huge beast.
ABBY
It's a Megasaurus Rex!
Suddenly the beast turns and takes a BITE out of the roof, as
Razor and T-Bone pull the girls to safety.
ANGLE - ENFORCER SGT. ANO PASTMJ\STER
The sergeant dives away as the huge foot of the dinosaur almost
STOMPS him. The dinosaur REACHES IN to pick up the Pastmaster.
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PASTMASTER
(LAUGHS) Out of my way you fools!
command the past. . .

I

ANGLE - PASTMJ\STER AND DINOSAUR - MOVING
Held by the dinosaur, the sorceror LAUGHS with delight, as the
creature moves past the portal, which i s still in the air, but
shrinking.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
...and your future looks bleak!
(LAUGHS)
OTS ABBY AND CALLIE - ON THE TURBOKAT
As the Swat Kats vault into their jet, T-Bonc gives a grin and
thumbs up.
T-BONE
Hang tight! We'll take care of this!
ANGLE - THE PASTMASTER AND DINOSAUR
As he moves, the dinosaur's tail LASHES out to WHAP Callie's car
•o.s. The Pastmaster grins evilly.
PASTMASTER
I haven't had this much fun in 800
years!

ANGLE - ARMED ENFORCERS BEHIND THEIR CAR
Guns raised, the ENFORCERS dive, as Callie's tossed car FLIES I N
and CRASHES their vehicle.
RAZOR (VO) (STATIC)
That was Callie's car...
ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT - MOVING
Now airborne, it WHOOSHES down toward the dinosaur.
RAZOR (VO) (CONT)
... and we just tuned it!
•DRAMATIC CLOSE-UP - T-BONE'S HELMET
•The open jaws of the Megasaurus Rex are reflected in the visor.
T-BONE
Let's kick some tail!
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RAZOR'S POV - THROUGH CALIBRATED SCOPE
The Megasurus is right i n the cross-hairs.
Roger.

RAZOR (VO)
Octopus missiles...

*CLOSE-UP - RAZOR'S TRIGGER HA.ND
•As his thumb pushes the LAU.NCH button.
...away!

RAZOR (CONT) (VO)

*DRAMATIC ANGLE - UNDER THE TURBOKAT
The two octopus missiles WHOOSH o.s.
•OTS THE MISSILES - 0.N THE MEGASASAURUS
•We track the WHOOSHING MISSILES as they open, but the giant
•beast ROARS and LASHES his tail, SMASH ING the mis siles back o.s.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT
Like hurled pieces of shrapnel, the two battered missiles WHOOSH
toward the jet which goes into a barrel roll as one clips the
tai1.
INT. SPINNING COCKPIT - 0.N T-BONE A.NO RAZOR
Struggling with the joystick as the G-forces stretch his face.
Behind him, Razor conks out.

=

T-BO.NE
It...just...kicked...
WIDE - THE PORTAL

tail!

Just about to close as the out-of-control Turbokat WHOOSHE S
through it with a SONIC BOOM. The portal is gone. . . along with
our heroes!
ON THE ROOf - ON ABBY AND CALLIE
They REACT in shock, especially Callie, who's clos e to tears.
ABBY
The Swat Kats...
(GASPS)
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ANGLE - DINOSAUR AND PASTMASTER
As the huge beast STOMPS another Enforcer car into dust.
*ABBY (VO)
Now who will save Megakat City?
EXT. PREHISTORIC L ANDSCAPE - DAY
The portal SPITS out the Turbokat, which is still barreling
around, then closes. The out-of-control jet is now above a
steamy prehistoric landscape with a large smoking volcano dead
ahead.
INT. SPINNING COCKPIT - ON T-BONE
Still struggling with the joystick... until the spinning stops.
T-BONE
C'mon baby ...Gotcha!
DRAMATIC ANGLE - VOLCANO AND TURBOKAT
We're close enough to see T-Bone's REACTION as he shakes his head
then looks up to see the jet is headed right for the smoking
cone. T-Bone veers at the last second as the wing NICKS the
volcano.

*OMIT
INT. COCKPIT - ON RAZOR
As he comes to, he looks out the cockpit and REACTS.
T-bone. . .

RAZOR

HIS POV - HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT - ON DINOSAUR JUNGLE
we see various DINOSAURS grazing and STOMPING through the
vegetation.
RAZOR (CONT) (VO)

. . . I've got a feeling
Megakat City anymore.
EXT. COCKPIT

we're not in

ON T-BONE AND RAZOR - THROUGH GLASS

T-Bone looks back at his partner.
T-BONE
Yeah, sleeping beauty, looks like
that giant lizard smashed us into the
past.
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EXT. THE TURBOKAT - MOVING
As the jet flies, we PUSH IN on the damaged rear fuselage where
we see fuel GUSHING from a torn section of hose. Razor looks
out, sees it and REACTS.
T-BONE (CONT)
Any idea how to get back?
RAZOR
I've got a better question: how does
a jet stay in the air without fuel?
The jet begins to SPUTTER.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - T-BONE AND FUEL GAUGE
He REACTS, TAPPING it, but the gauge is still kissing EMPTY.
Answer :

T-BONE
it don't!

More SPUTTERING.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT
AS it goes into a STALLED dive.

SFX: FALLING MISSILE.

T-BONE
If you're gonna pass out, now might
be a good time.
RAZOR
I wouldn't miss this for the world.
WIDE - TREE TOPS
The Turbokat CRASHES through some treetops (scattering some
smaller Archaeopteryx-type PREHISTORIC BIRDS -- D.Q.!; Pterodactyls)
as it glides o.s.
EXT. A BOG
The Turbokat lands with a SPLAT next to the bog. PUSH IN as the
cockpit POPS open, and we see Razor hold up a tool box.
RAZOR
well, I'd better get to work fixing
that torn fuel line.
ANGLE - T-BONE
Who rolls his eyes.
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T-BONE
Fine • . .the closest gas station i s
only a million years away.
Suddenly there's an o.s. HISS as we WIDEN SHOT to see two
PLESIOSAURS rise up from the boggy waters, sharp-toothed jaws
dripping.
Ejektors!

RAZOR

CLOSE - EJECTOR BUTTON
As T-Bonc's finger JERKS an EJEKTOR HANDLE (or pushes an EJEKTOR
BUTTON.)
Engaged!

T-BONE (VO)

WIDER - SWAT KATS AND DINOSAURS
Two separate EJEKTOR SEATS WHOOSH up out of the open cockpit and
deliver two SMASHING uppercuts to the pleasiosaurs, who fly
backward into the bog with a SPLAT.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE EJEKTOR SEATS - MOVING
They WHOOSH along, powered by their jets, as T-Bone looks back
down toward the bog. He grins wide.
T-BONE

I guess we showed them!

Razor points to something overhead and REACTS.
RAZOR
Affirmative. But now we have to show
them!
T-Bone looks up and REACTS.
HIS POV - UP ANGLE - THE SKY
•As four giant, LONG NECKED FLYING REPTILES (l:!QX PTERODACTYLS)
peel down TOWARD CAMERA, like prehistoric fighter planes. They
SQUAWK EVILLY, revealing razor-sharp teeth, as we...
X-DISSOLVE (OR COMIC BOOK PAGE WIPE) TO:
EXT. CITY STREET - DAY
•CAT CITIZENS point upward in fear, SCREAMING as we WIDEN SHOT to
see the Megasurus Rex (holding the Pastmaster) STOMPING away from
the museum, CRUNCHING cars underfoot.
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Fire!

ENFORCER SGT. (VO)

There's a BARRAGE of GUNFIRE as the BLASTS just PING harmlessly
off the Megasaurus' body armor.
CLOSER - THE PASTMASTER - IN DINOSAUR'S GRIP
He's oblivious to the PINGING bullets, as he finds what he wants
in his spell book.
PASTMASTER
Aha, there li a way to destroy this
modern monstro sity called Megakat
City . . . and bring back the Dark Ages!
ANGLE - ENFORCER SERGEANT ANO MEN
FIRING their weapons from behind a smashed car as another car
SCREECHES up with COMMANDER FERAL at the wheel. The Sergeant
REACTS.
ENFORCER SGT.

It's no use,

Commander.

everything at that thing!

We've thrown

ANGLE - FERAL - IN CAR WINDOW
He looks skyward, as the Sergeant ENTERS.
FERAL
I'm surprised those meddling Swat

Kats aren't here?

ENFORCER SERGEANT
They got taken out early, sir.
Feral grins, pleased.
FERAL
Really? Well, � can handle this.
Launch gas grenades.
Yes sir!

ENFORCER SGT.

OTS PASTMASTER - ON HIS BOOK
The Pastmaster' s bony finger runs down the page, which shows a
medieval clocktower (like the one in the ruins, but intact.)
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PASTMASTER
The spell must be cast from the
tallest clock tower in the land.
Once that was my tower, but now. . . ?
There's the SOUND of o.s. POOFING GAS GRENADES. SMOKE starts to
fill SCREEN as the Pastmaster looks up and REACTS.
WIDE - MEGASAURUS AND STREET
As gas GRENADES EXPLODE around the creature, he GROWLS angrily.
The SMOKE begins to cover the street as the creature staggers
about, confused.
ANGLE - SMOKE AND FERAL
Feral, standing by his car, REACTS as a huge dinosaur FOOT
emerges from the smoke to STOMP his car to scrap.
ANGLE - TAR PIT SIGN - THROUGH SMOKE
The dinosaur's foot STOMPS the sign and then steps with a SPLAT
into the sticky muck. The other foot ENTERS next.
PASTMASTER (VO)
You stupid beast.
WIDEN SHOT - TAR PITS
As the SMOKE CLEARS, we see the Megasauraus slowly sinking into
the muck.
PASTMASTER (CONT)
Now look what you've done!
OTS FERAL - ON TAR PITS
Feral points as the creature sinks further in the muck.
and Abby ENTER.
FERAL
They're not going anywhere.
ABBY
Get the spell book from the
Pastmaster... or we're all still in
danger!
FERAL
Hey, I give the orders around here.
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REVERSE ANGLE - OTS PASTMASTER - ON FERAL, CALLIE, ABBY
As the dinosaur sinks up to
his
beast's head, fl ip pi ng the book neck th e Pastmaster i s on the
page;.
CALLIE
Feral, Abby knows what she's talking
about. She's the curator of the
museum!
FERAL
All right, throw a net over that guy!
PASTMASTER (VO)
Hear the spell of this immortal ...
CLOSE - BOOK AND WATCH
The skeletal finger points to a picture of a group of
PTERODACTYL. The book GLOWS and it spreads to the watch.
PASTMASTER (VO) (CONT)
Send these creatures through the
portal!
WIDE - THE PASTMASTER
As the watch shoots a BEAM that opens a portal over the tar pits,
a squadron of PTERODACTYLS swoop out. The lead one grabs the
Pastmaster and carries him aloft, just as Enforcer NETS fly over
the place where the Pastmaster was.
ANGLE - CALLIE AND FERAL - AT HIS WRECKED CAR
Standing at his wrecked car, she REACTS.
window for a CB mike.

He reaches into the

CALLIE
Too little, too late, Feral.
FERAL
This is Feral. Bring me chopper
backup.
ANGLE - THE PASTMASTER AND PTERODACTYL - FLYING TOWARD CAMERA
The sorcerer looks up and grins evilly.
PASTMASTER
Yes. that clock tower will do nicely!
HIS POV - ON CITY HALL - DRAMATIC ANGLE
It culminates in an impressive clock tower.
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O N CALLIE AND ABBY - NEAR MUSEUM ENTRANCE
Callie REACTS • po in ting
CALLIE
He's he aded for City Hall!
She starts for her car which is totally smashed, and REACTS.
Abby points toward a "G arage" entr ance.
ABBY
My car's 1n the garage.
INT. MAYOR MANX'S OFFICE
The MAYOR i s about to putt a golf ball when a pterodactyl
squ adron SWOOP upward past his window. He misses the ball.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - CLOCK TOWER
A dactyl flies the Pastmaster into the tower. The rest of the
dactyl squadron perch outside, standing guard like sinister
gargoyles, as we...
X-DISSOLVE (COMIC BOOK PAGE WIPE) TO:
EXT. PREHISTORIC SKIES - DAY
•Our Swat Kats are flying in their ejektor seats, as two Long
•Necks dive IN from both sides.
T-BONE

Afterburners!

Now!

•With a BURST Of FLAME, the two seats ZOOM off' and the Long
Necks SMASH into each other and spiral down.
ANGLE - BOG
•As the two Long Necks SPLASH into the bog, two PLESIOSAUR heads
rise up towards them (like "Jaws".)
ON THE SWAT KATS - FLYING
They high five, then do an ejecktor seat somersault to avoid two
•more Long Necks, who FLY THROUGH SHOT, almost taking their heads
off. The Swat Kats land with their seats back to back. They
each grip a firing button.
RAZOR
Spider missiles!
With

a

NOW!

WHOOSH a spider missi le BLASTS from each seat.
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*OTS MISSILES - ON LONG NECKS
A s we TRACK the missiles they burst
ope� into nets which snag
*the ?harging Long Necks'. The snagged
wings cause the two flying
•reptiles to plummet o.s.
ANGLE - BOG
*The netted Long Necks hit with a SPLAT as the well-fed
*Plesiosaurs zoom in.
Bingo!

RAZOR (VO)

ANGLE - SWAT KATS - FLYING
T-BONE
•Those water lizards should be
thankin' us for servin' 'em a four
course meal!
RAZOR
There better be nothin' left to
serve. We're out of missiles...
CLOSE - GAS GAUGE ON EJEKTOR SEAT
It's closing on EMPTY as Razor points to it.
RAZOR (CONT)
...almost out of gas.
WIDEN SHOT to see T-Bone tap on Razor's shoulder as he points to
something o.s.
T-BONE
And plumb out of luck!
•THEIR POV - ON LONG NECKS
Heading FOR CAMERA with razor-sharp TEETH.
volcano in the b.g.

We see a smoking

BACK TO THE SWAT KATS - ZOOMING AWAY
As T-Bone POPS out his claws, ready for hand-to-hand combat.
T-BONE
This is humiliatin'. cats should be
chasin' birds. . . not the other way
round!
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ANGLE - RAZOR
•Who dodges a reptilian CLAW that takes a chunk out of his
ejektor seat.
T-Bone!

RAZOR
Follow me!

Razor ZOOMS off.
WIDE - STEAMING VOLCANO
A s Razor ZOOMS into it.
O N T-BONE - FLYING AflO FIGHTING
•T-Bone REACTS as he WHAPS a Long Neck's jaw and kicks away
another.
T-BOtlf:
Into a live volcano?
OR!\M!\TIC ANGLE - VOLCANO
T-BONE (PARTIAL VO)
(with adoiration)

Razor, you're crazier than I ac!

As T-Bone WHOOSHES his ejektor seat into the steaming cone,
•followed by the pursuing Long Necks, we...
FADE OUT:
ENO OF ACT TWO
ACT THREE
FADE IN:

INT. VOLCANIC CONE - DAY
LAVA SPURTS and BUBBLES as the Swat Kats WHOOSH down into the
•cone. The Long !leeks follow.
T-BOllE
Maybe we should change our name...
CLOSER - T-BO!IE ANO RAZOR - MOVING
As the sweat beads out on their faces, the GASPING duo dodge
GI,OPS of fLYillG LAVA.
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(GASPS)
(GASPS)

T-BONE (CONT)
From Swat Kats to ho
t cats!
RAZOR
Oxygen masks!

NOW!

Our pair fasten the masks to their sweaty faces, as they jet into
some NOXIOUS GAS and SMOKE.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - SMOKY CENTER OF VOLCANO
*The SMOKE and GAS wafts from the bubbling LAVA, as the Long
*Necks DIVE toward our duo, only to start COUGHING.
RAZOR
Lucky for us, those leatherwings

don' t have gas masks!

*CLOSER - LONG NECKS
A s they COUGH, their eyes roll up in their ugly heads.
plummet o . s . with a SPLAT.

They

ANGLE - SWAT KATS - MOVING
ZOOMING their ekejtor seats up from the SPURTING LAVA, as T- Bone
looks down.
T-BONE
Mmm, smells like prehistoric fried
chicken.
ANGLE - GAS GAUGE - HOVERING ON EMPTY
As the jets SPUTTER.
RAZOR (VO)
Hope we can still get outta here. . .
DRAMATIC DOWN SHOT - ON SWAT KATS - IN VOLCANO
JETS SPUTTERING, the sweat-beaded faces of our heroes ZOOM up
TOWARD CAMERA, and away from the smoking lava inferno.
RAZOR (CONT)

. . . before we're fried Swat Kat!

EXT. TIIE VOLCANO
•The Swat Kats pop off their oxygen masks as the ejektor seats
WHOOSH out of the cone with a last sputtering BURST. Then they
start to plummet!
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CLOSER - EJEKTOR SEAT
S - FALLING
a
!������ E� �OOS
i n unison, pull their rip cords as we see
H out of the seat s.
T-BONE
*Volcano hopping was kinda fun. . .
WIDE - THE TURBOKAT
As the seats sail toward it, held aloft by the chutes.
T-BONE (CONT)
. . . but I don't want to spend th e rest
of my nine lives stuck in
dinosaurville.
RAZOR
Affirmative...and I've got an idea
that just might get the Turbokat back
in the air!
X-DISSOLVE (OR COMIC BOOK PAGE WIPE) TO:
EXT, CITY HALL - DAY
We se e FERAL'S ENFORCER CHOPPER hov ering around the building,
where we see the gargoyle dactyls perched on the clock tower.
FERAL (OVER RADIO)
Show some guts, Mayor. Let me blast
that gnome and his buzzards off of

there!

PUSH IN on a window of the building.
where we see Manx on the phone.

It's the Mayor's office,

MANX (OVER PHONE)
I give the orders around here, Feral.
And you' re not going to blow up...
INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE
Manx looks around his golf-trophy filled office.
MANX (CONT)

· · · l!!Y city hall until I know who

we' re dealing with and what he wants!
Manx SLAMS down the phone as Callie and Abby rush into the
office.
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CALLIE
He's an 80 0 year ol
d sorceror from
th e Da rk Ages!
MAYOR
Oh, great. Well, don't just stand
there. Get up to the tower and find
out what he wants.
INT. STAIRWAY
Sign READS: TO CLOCK TOWER.
stairs.

We see Callie and Abby climbing the

CALLIE
I have t o go up here.

It's my job.

ABBY
Hey, mine too. How often do you come
face to face with history?
X-DISSOLVE (OR COMIC BOOK PAGE WIPE) TO:
EXT. THE TURBOKAT - DAY
We see Razor lean out, upside down, from under the plane. He's
holding a wrench and welding torch. A long flexible filler hose
leads o.s. from beneath the plane.
RAZOR
Fuel tanks are modified!
PAN along the filler hose, which leads from the plane to the base
of the volcano, where we see T-Bone holding a bazooka over his
shoulder.
RAZOR (CONT) (VO)
Give me some gas.
T-BONE
You really think this is gonna work?
OTS T-BONE - ON VOLCANO BASE
With a WHOOSH the bazooka sends a misssile BLASTING into the
base. NOXIOUS GAS STEAMS out.
RAZOR (VO)
Theoretically, the natural...
ANGLe - HOLE IN VOLCANO
As T-Bone, wearing his oxygen mask, LeANS IN to put the end of
the filler hose over the hole. SFX: HISSING STEAM.
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RAZOR (VO)
• • • volcan_ic gas mixtur(CONT)
e should get• . .
ANGLE - RAZOR AT TURBOK
AT
Next to the HISSING fi'll er h
ose, he shrugs.
RAZOR (CONT
• • • us off the ground.

Or blow us up.

X-DISSOLVE (OR COMIC BOOK PAGE WIPE) TO:
CLOSE - OPEN TOME OF TIME
On the page we see a Dark Age skyline of medieval buildings.
book i s GLOWING.

The

PASTMASTER
Alas, it' s too late. When this clock
tower strikes noon, my Dark Age city
will return . . .
WIDEN SHOT - TO INCLUDE PASTMASTER AND THE GIRLS - IN CLOCK TOWER
The gnome's GLOWING WATCH is sending a BEAM out of the tower, as
the girls look on in horror.
PASTMASTER
...and your Megakat City will be no
more! (LAUGHS)
CALLIE
Wait! The Mayor has authorized me to
give you anything you want.
EXT. THE CLOCK TOWER AND SKY
The CLOCK reads S minutes to noon, as the watch BEAM pierces the
sky. BILLOWING STORM CLOUDS are gathering over the city as a
massive portal begins to open.
CALLIE (CONT)(VO)
Money... a parade in your honor...
PASTMASTER (VO)
How generous, but I'm already getting
what I want!
OTS THE PASTMASTER - ON THE GIRLS
He holds up the book as they REACT.
PASTMASTER
A return to the past! (LAUGHS)
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ABB¥

(sotto)
Our only hope is to destro th
y at
book !
DRJ\MATIC ANGLE - ABB¥, CALLIE AND PASTMASTER
Callie looks determined as she looks at her watch.
CALLIE
And we' re running out ot time!
Callie lunges torward as a dactyl's WING SWOOPS IN to WHAP her
back o . s . , taking Abby with her.
ANGLE - STAIRWAY DOOR
As the girls fly through, the dactyl SMASHES the door shut.
PASTMASTER
You're really going to enjoy the Dark
Ages! (LAUGHS)
INT. STAIRWELL - ON THE SPRAWLED GIRLS
CALLIE
Guess it's up to Feral now. (sadly)
Especially without the swat Kats.
CUT TO:

EXT. THE TURBOKAT COCKPIT - DAY
The canopy is still up, but the Swat Kats are seated and ready to
go. T-Bone is CRANKING the engine which sounds like a clunker on
a cold day. COUGH . . SPUTTER.
T-BONE
Maybe we should have tried the
unleaded volcano.
RAZOR
At least we didn't blow up.
Suddenly with a HISS, the two plesiosaurs arc back, rearing over
our duo again.
CLOSER - T-BONE
He REACTS, CRANKS tho cngine... which COUGHS ...then ROARS to life.
T-BONE
Feeding ti�e again, guys?
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WI DE - TURBOKAT AND PLESIO
SAURS
The je t ZOOMS off ( canopy
SLAMMING) as the plesiosaurs strike
emPtY air , then get BLASTED
into the bog froa the afterburners.
T -BONE (CONT)
Sorry, Swat Kat ain't on the Denu!
WIDE - SKY - ON GATHERING PORTAL CLOUDS
The Turbokat ZOOMS toward the clouds.
RAZOR
T-Bone! Looks like another one of
those time holes is opening.
*OMIT
EXT. MEGAKAT CITY SKYLINE - STORMY DAY
LIGHTNING and THUNDER CRASI! in the storey clouds above Hegakat
City, as tor A BEAT we sec the modern skyline become a Dark Age
one ot silhouetted gothic towers. Another LIGHTNING FLASH and
it's back to normal.
MANX (VO) (OVER RADIO)
Feral! You've only got three minutes
to blast that . . .
EXT. BASE OF CITY l!ALL - DAY
we see Manx (golf bag over his shoulder, trophy under one arm)
has evacuated. He's talking into an Enforcer CB mike as he
stands next to Callie and Abby, all looking up.
MANX

...sorceror out of the clock tower!
DRAMATIC ANGLE - FERAL'$ CHOPPER
Feral' s at the controls as it swoops toward the clock to-.,.•er.

Other choppers WHOOSH behind.

FERAL
(through radio) My pleasure. (Sotto)
Fool should have given the order an

hour ago!

WIDE - CLOCK TOWER - ON DACTYLS
The Pastmaster LEANS out to wave his dactyls into action.
Cot them!
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DRAMATIC ANGLE - A HELICOPTER ANO PTERODACTYL

FIRING it s guns, but the bulle
ts
nce off the oncoming dactyl,
who te ars th e rear of the chopperbou
off. The helicopter spins o . s .
ANOTHER CHOPPER
A� a dactyl's sharp beak CRASHES into the cockpit. The chopper
pilot veers and SMASHES into another chopper. Both spin
downward.
EXT. FERAL'S CHOPPER - DRAMATIC ANGLE
Feral REACTS to the o.s. CRASHES by coming TOWARD CAMERA with
guns blazing, as two dactyls SWOOP IN toward him.
OTS FERAL - THROUGH COPTER COCKPIT
Feral swerves the controls to avoid hitting the dactyls.
chopper ZOOMS away.

The

CLOSE - FERAL
Ho REACTS as we see the windows of Manx• s office crflected in his
wide eyes! He covers his face.
EXT. MANX'S OFFICE
As reral' s helicopter CRASHES right into it in a spray of broken
glass, desk, trophies, and bent golf clubs.
EXT, BASE OF CITY HALL - ON MANX ANO CALLIE
Manx, looking up, covers is head and REACTS to the bent golf club
that CLATTERS at his feet.
My office!
Your city!

MAIIX
CALLIE

SKYLINE SILHOUETTE SHOT - THE CITY AND STORM CLOUDS
The silhouetted skyline BLINKS from modern to Dark Ages, with
each increasingly rapid LIGHTNING FLASH!
•VERY HIGH ANGLE DOWN SHOT - CITY STREETS
•we sec scurrying DOTS and hear panicked SCREAMING CITIZENS.
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EXT. CLOCK TOWER
*T�e Pastmaster looks down grinning
which CLICK one minute to twelve.
(LAUGHS)

then up at the clock hands,

PASTMASTER
It won't be long now!

ANGLE - PORTAL STORM CLOUDS AND CITY
The LIGHTNING FLASHES from the weird clouds as with a SONIC BOOM
the Turbokat BLASTS out of the portal.
T-BONE
We're baaack!
ON CALLIE AND

- NEXT TO ENFORCER

She looks up and REACTS, grabbing
CALLIE
The Swat Kats!
EXT. TURBOKAT AND BUILDING
Razor looks out the cockpit and REACTS as a modern building turns
into a gothic tower and back again with one LIGHTNING FLASH.
RAZOR

Looks like our city's havin' an

identity crisis!

CALLIE (VO) (OVER RADIO)
swat Kats! You only have one minute
to blast the Pastmaster out of the
City Hall clock tower!
ON SWAT KATS - THROUGH COCKPIT
As the Turbokat ZOOMS straight TOWARD CAMERA, T-Bone and Razor
break into big grins.
T-BONE
Plenty of time.
RAZOR
Who says we can't fight city hall?
WIDE - THE CLOCK TOWER AND DACTYL SQUADRON
LIGHTNING FLASHES as the Turbokat ZOOMS for the tower and the
dactyls FLAP toward them.
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ANGLE - CEMENT MACHIN
E GUNS
Opening FIRE.
OTS TURBOKAT - ON DACTYLS
The cement WHAPS over the birds
for A BEAT, hardening, but then
the huge creatures FLAP their win
gs and keep coming. The
*Turbokat WHOOSHES up and away but one dact
y stays on their
'
* ta1· 1
*DRAMATIC ANGLE - DACTYL AND TURBOKAT
*As the dactyl's claws CLAMP onto the back of the jet.
*DRAMATIC ANGLE - T-BONE IN COCKPIT
*As the SCREEN SHAKES, T-Bone's hand pushes the AFTERBURNER
*handle forward to MAXIMUM.
•T-BONE
*Eat afterburner!
*DRAMATIC ANGLE - DACTYL AND REAR OF JET
*With a WHOOSH the afterburners kick in and BLAST the fried
•reptile off the plane. The jet ZOOMS upward.
•OTS TURBOKAT - ON SWOOPING DACTYLS
•Two more dactyls are SWOOPING toward the jet.
•INT. COCKPIT - CLOSE ON RAZOR
•Peering into a viewscope/gunsight.
*RAZOR
•These two are mine.
•REVERSE ANGLE - RAZOR'S POV - THROUGH VID-SCREEN GUNSIGHT
•Calibrations lock in on the two dactyls.
*RAZOR (CONT) (VO)
•wrapper missiles ...
*CLOSE - RAZOR'S TRIGGER FINGER
*Pressing the LAUNCH button.
*RAZOR (CONT)(VO)
•... deployed!
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*ANGLE - BENEATH THE TU
RBOKAT
*Two wrapper missiles WHOO
SH off.
*OTS THE MISSILES - TRACKING TOWARD TWO DACTYLS
*The wrapper missiles, trailing steel cable, FLY TOWARD the
*dactyls. IN FAST ACTION, the missiles/cables WHOOSH around the
*dactyls, pinning their wings. The creatures plummet downward as
•the Turbokat WHOOSHES past.
•T-BONE
*Swat Kats three...dactyls nothing!
*DRAMATIC ANGLE - DACTYLS AND TURBOKAT
*The Turbokat veers away as two dactyls SLASH at the wings.
*SPARKS FLY! The jet WHOOSHES off as the rest of the dactyl
•squadron ZOOMS after it!
•T-BONE (CONT) (VO)
•But it looks like they just emptied
•the bench!
RAZOR (VO)

•Too bad there's no vo lcano around
here!

INT. COCKPIT - ON T-BONE AND RAZOR
T-Bone REACTS, sending the plane into a dive.
T-BONE
•Hey, I can still play a mean game of
•follow the leader. Watch this...
EXT, TURBOKAT - DIVING
As the Turbokat goes into an amazing spiral dive, the
pterodactyls ZOOM after and try to follow.

. . . if

T-BONE (CONT)

the G's don't conk you out!

ANGLE - DIZZY DACTYLS - DIVING
Following the jet, the pterodactyls SMASH into each other and
knock each other out, plummeting like downed fighter planes.
RAZOR (VO)
Nice... flying.. . T-Bone.
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INT. TURNING COCKPIT - ON
RAZOR
His fa ce is stretched from th
e G' s' but he's wide awake.
RAZOR
Hey . . .I didn't ... pass out!
*WIDEN SHOT to

see

T-Bone?

that T-Bone has passed out!

*RAZOR (CONT)
*Wake up, buddy! We need a pilot,
•now!
T-Bone look s up, groggy, and REACTS.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE GROUND
As the Turbojet ROARS INTO SHOT about to crash, T-Bone pulls the
jet up in a radical move.
T-80NE
Why didn't you eject?
RAZOR
And miss that look on your face?
way!

No

EXT. CLOCK TOWER - STORMY SKY
With a LIGHTNING FLASH and CRACK or THUNDER, the clock's hands
start to move from one minute to noon!
MANX (VO)
They're too late!
WIDE - THE TURBOKAT - MOVING
The botton opens and Razor jumps out on a bungee cord.
ANGLE - CLOCK IIANDS
As Razor lands on the second hand and uses his feet to keep it
away from the hour hand.
ANGLE - BELL TOWER
The Pastmaster, holding the Tome of Time, WHOOSHES out of the
bell to.
• er right toward the passing Turbokat.
INT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT - ON T-BONE
The Pastmaster's dactyl SWOOPS IN and pierces the cockpit with
his beak, almost skewering T-Bone and decompressing the cockpit
with a HISS! T-Bone struggles with the joystick as he veers off.
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DRAMATIC ANGLE - RA ZO R
ON CLOCK HA ND S
H e can't hold of f th e hands an
y longer.
crushed.

He's about t o get

RAZOR
Can't, ..hold..• on ...
PASTMASTER (VO)
Save your strength!
Razor looks up and REACTS.
HIS POV - ON PASTMASTER AND DACTYL
Heading right FOR CAMERA, the dactyl's jaws open wide.
Time's up!

PASTMASTER (CONT)

Suddenly the Turbokat FLIES THROUGH SHOT, with T-Bone banking the
wing like a pinball flipper to WHAP the pterodactyl o.s.
WIDE - THE PASTMASTER AND HIS DACTYL
As they pin out of control toward the stormy portal, the sorceror
loses his grip on the book.
PASTMASTER
Nooooooo!!!!
DRAMATIC ANGLE - BOOK ANO TURBOKAT
The Tome of Time is SUCKED into the jet engines which SHRED it to
•smoking confetti.
ON PASTMASTER ANO CLOUD PORTAL
The pterodactyl and Pastmastcr WHOOSH through the portal as i t
(and the storm clouds) disappear with a THUNDEROUS BOOM.
PASTMASTER (PARTIAL)(VO) (FADING)
Noooooooo! ! ! ! !
ANGLE - CLOCK TOWER
Razor can't hold on. The second hand hits 12 as the BELL CLA.NGS
the hour and our Swat Kat drops to almost certain doom. PAN WITH
HIM as he drops... right into the open cockpit of the Turbokat.
T-Bone looks at his watch.
T-BONE
Right on time.
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The duo high five.
DOWN SHOT - BASE OF CITY HALL - ON CALLIE, ABBY, MAYOR
*It looks like a ticker tape parade as burnt pieces of the Tome
waft down. Callie talks into the CB as she looks up, admiringly.
Abby holds up a piece of shredded Tome. Manx holds up the bent
golf club as he moves o. s.
CALLIE (ON RADIO)
You saved the day, Swat Kats.
MANX
Wish they'd gotten back in time to
save my office.
ABBY
Guess the Tome of Time won't be
making it into the new exhibit.
at least we don't. . .

But

EXT. TURBOKAT - AS IT FLIES BY CITY HALL
T-Bone and Razor give a wave.

ABBY (OVER RADIO)
... have to worry about the Pastmaster
for another 800 years.
INT. TURBOKAT - ON OUR GUYS
They REACT.
T-BONE
We'll be on our 9th life by then.
RAZOR
thought
we
were on it today . . . when
I
you passed out like a 'blown engine.'
WIDE - SKYLINE SHOT - DAY
T-BONE (VO)
Well, if :i.QY say so.. of course
didn't see it.

I

As the Turbokat ZOOMS from FOREGROUND toward the horizon, we...
FADE OUT:
THE END
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